Effect of pulsed laser damage on the thermal properties of metal film on substrate
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Abstract: Two thin films of antimony and copper were coated on stainless steel substrate. The thicknesses of the films were 130 nm and 150 nm for antimony and copper respectively which measured interferometrically. The resultant damage in the targets depends on the total thermal properties of thin films as well as their reflectivities. Good conductor films distribute the incident heat horizontally more than in vertical direction. Meanwhile, bad conductor films confine the incident energy in the vertical direction rather than the horizontal. Also most of the incident energy was found to be used for evaporation of the particles of the good conductor.
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I. Introduction

Laser damage in metallic thin films has many applications. It plays a principle role in production of electronic circuits and devices [1,2], manufacturing solar cells [3-5], patterning thin metal film [6] and generation of nano-particles [7]. As well as fabrication of contact masks elements of diffractive optics [8], optical properties [9,10] modification of electrical properties and surface morphology [11], etc. Many studies investigated the effect of laser's parameters and material's properties on the damage process. The laser damage in a target coated with double metallic layers was four times greater than damage when the same target coated with single layer at the same thickness and laser power [12]. The damage process in thin film of beam splitters was studied [13]. The film was irradiated with the wavelengths 1064 nm and 532 nm separately and with the both wavelengths simultaneously. It was found that, the damage induced by submicron-defects between the film and splitter. The effect of effective penetration depth on the glass substrate coated with 430 nm molybdenum thin film was studied [14]. A high efficient confined ablation was observed when effective penetration depth was lower than the thickness of the film.

Also, the effect of material's properties was studied. The threshold energies irradiated thin metal films of nickel (100 nm), gold (350 nm) and copper (360 nm) were given by 8.26μJ, 10.82 μJ and 13.25 μJ for 360 nm copper respectively where nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm was used [15]. The Micro-scribing of copper/ aluminum films irradiated with 1064 nm, 532 nm and 355 nm in air and water media were examined [16]. In water medium, the ablation of aluminum film was more effective when the shorter wavelengths were used, whereas longer wavelengths ablated more for copper film. Also, there was not any debris around damage in water medium. The fluences between 0.7 - 1.1 J/cm2 were suitable for patterning chromium film with thickness 100 nm coated on glass substrate [17].

Theoretical model was used to predict the temperature distributions in molten layer of thin film on substrate, solid part of thin film and in substrate using Laplace transform technique during irradiation with pulsed laser [18]. The Laplace transform technique was used to obtain a formula for time dependence of both the evaporation part and the molten layer thickness of thin film [19]. Also, the temperature-dependent absorption coefficient of thin film was taken into account. Another theoretical analysis was used to solve the problem of melting and evaporation of both a semi-infinite and finite targets induced by surface absorption of a laser pulse [20-25].

The aim of this work is to investigate the effect of thermal properties of copper "Cu" and antimony "Sb" thin films coated on stainless steel substrate, on the damage process. Such investigation needs more studies and that is our interest for this work.

II. Experimental work

Two thin metal films of copper and antimony were thermally deposited separately on a commercial stainless-steel-430 substrate. The thickness of copper and antimony were 150 nm and 130 nm respectively. The
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The thicknesses of the films were determined by Fizeau interferometry system. The films were irradiated with nanosecond Nd:YAG pulsed laser at wavelength 532 nm (second harmonic generation) using KDP crystal. The duration of the pulse was 6 ns at FWHM with repetition rate 1 Hz. The laser beam was collected with a lens of focal length 200 mm. The targets were placed at a distance 30 mm before focal spot of the lens to avoid air discharge. The laser beam was directed approximately normally to the targets. Once for each damage the calculated diameter of laser beam on the surface of the targets was 0.9 mm according to the technical report [26]. The average energy of the pulses is 35±0.5 mJ. Considering the laser pulse is a Gaussian shape for the incident mode TEM01.

The absorbed energy $E_a$ on the surface of the target depends on the reflectivity according to “equation 1” [27];

$$E_a = E_f (1-R)$$

where $E_f$ is incident energy and $R$ is reflectivity of material surface.

The thickness of films and the morphology of the surface of the targets were investigated by optical microscope and white light interference microscope (zygo).

### III. Results and discussion

Figs. 1-2 show the morphology of the craters in Sb and Cu samples obtained by optical microscope and zygo. From Fig. 2a the resultant depth was approximately 1 µm. It means that the Sb layer was completely removed. In addition to, the stainless steel's depth was approximately 0.77 µm. meanwhile, from Fig. 2b for Cu layer the resultant damage was within the depth of film thickness only.
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**Fig. 1** shows morphology of the crater by optical microscope. (a) Sb/stainless steel target at 35.96 mJ. (b) Cu/stainless steel target at 34.52 mJ. (magnification160x)

In the case of Sb/stainless steel, burrs and sputtered melting are formed around the entrance of the craters. The burrs were formed due to solidification of extracted melted materials from the craters as shown in fig. (2). Whereas in the case of Cu/stainless steel there is no burrs and sputtered melting around the craters.
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**Fig. 2** shows damage in targets by Zygo microscope (a) Sb film of thickness 130 nm on stainless steel at 34.52 mJ. (b) Cu film of thickness 150 nm on stainless steel at 35.96 mJ.
The average diameter of craters for both, Sb and Cu targets were 0.5 mm and 0.4 mm respectively. The average ratios between the area of crater to the area of heat diffusion/melted area around the crater were 0.7 and 0.9 for Sb and Cu respectively.

The thermal diffusion length $L_d$ of the target has an important role in illustrating the total removed part of Sb and Cu layers as given by “equation 2” [15]:

$$L_d = \sqrt{4K\tau}$$

where $K=\alpha/(\rho c_p)$ is the thermal diffusivity, $\tau$ is pulse duration, $\alpha$ is thermal conductivity, $\rho$ is density and $c_p$ is specific heat of the target.

The calculated thermal diffusion lengths $L_d$ of Sb and Cu using “equation 2” were 0.65 $\mu$m and 1.67 $\mu$m respectively. Because of the thickness of the films of Sb and Cu are smaller than the thermal diffusion lengths, they were completely removed. The thermal diffusion length $L_d$ of Cu is nearly 3 times greater than Sb. The resultant damage not only interpreted on the base of thermal diffusion length $L_d$ but also on the other thermal properties of the films such as melting point, boiling point and latent heat. In general, the melting point, boiling point and latent heat of fusion are twice for Cu than Sb. Meanwhile, the latent heat of evaporation of Cu is 9 times of Sb [28]. So, we can explain the damage process not only to the thermal diffusion length $L_d$ but also to other all thermal parameters. From Table 1, it was observed that the depth in stainless steel was slightly decreased, while the diameter of craters increased as the incident energy increased.

Table 1 shows the depth and diameter of damage in stainless steel substrate of Sb/ stainless steel target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident energy (mJ)</th>
<th>Steel’s depth (μm)</th>
<th>Steel’s diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.96</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, assuming that the Sb layer of low thermal properties confined the spreading of heat in vertical direction rather than in horizontal direction. In the case of Cu i.e good conductor, the spreading of the heat will be more horizontally rather than the vertical direction. The same results were obtained for stainless steel which is a good conductor alloy.

The energy consumed to form the craters can be calculated using a simple model based on an energy conservation law of the following form [29]:

$$E_c = m\left[C_p(T_v - T_o) + \Delta H_m + \Delta H_v\right],$$

where $E_c$ is absorbed energy, $m$ is removed mass, $C_p$ is specific heat, $T_v$ is boiling point, $T_o$ is room temperature, $\Delta H_m$ and $\Delta H_v$ are latent heat of fusion and evaporation respectively of the target.

Table 2 shows the calculated absorbed energy $E_c$ by using “equation 3” and actual absorbed energy $E_a$ calculated by using “equation 1”. Assuming that the reflectivity of the materials is temperature independent and the reflectivity of Sb is 0.72 [30] and for Cu is 0.48 [31].

Table 2 shows actual absorbed energy from laser beam and calculated absorbed energies to form the craters in Sb and Cu targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual absorbed energy $E_a$ (J)</th>
<th>Calculated energy in Sb and stainless steel $E_j$ (J)</th>
<th>Total calculated energy in Sb/ stainless steel target $E_j$ (J)</th>
<th>Calculated energy in Cu/ stainless steel target $E_j$ (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.66×10^5</td>
<td>1.79×10^7</td>
<td>2.46×10^8</td>
<td>6.59×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.74×10^5</td>
<td>1.81×10^7</td>
<td>2.34×10^8</td>
<td>5.29×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.92×10^5</td>
<td>1.84×10^7</td>
<td>2.60×10^8</td>
<td>6.57×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01×10^6</td>
<td>1.87×10^7</td>
<td>2.89×10^8</td>
<td>7.02×10^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 2, it was found that the ratio between the calculated absorbed energy from “equation 3” to absorbed energy from “equation 1” equal to 70% for Sb target and 4% for Cu target. This difference is assumed as a kinetic energy of the evaporated particles.

Considering the evaporated mass and Avogadro’s number of the used elements, the average velocity calculated for the evaporated particles of Cu which was approximately 11 km/sec. Meanwhile the average velocity for evaporated particles of Sb and stainless steel was approximately 2 km/sec.

According to the theory of the kinetic energy, the kinetic energy of the evaporated particles of Cu was about 25 times the kinetic energy of evaporated particles of Sb and stainless steel. The resultant high kinetic energy of Cu particles explains that most absorbed energy is used in totally evaporation without burrs at the edges of the craters and vice versa for Sb/stainless steel target.

From the resultant calculated velocities the time of evaporation from the craters was about 0.4 ns for antimony target. The evaporation time of copper particles was about 13 ps. Both times of evaporation in Sb and Cu targets were less than incident laser pulse duration which was 6 ns.
IV. Conclusion

From the previous work the following conclusions can be obtained:

1) The heat propagation of the incident laser beam on Cu and Sb coated films on stainless steel substrate depends on all thermal properties of the targets.

2) Substrate coated by film of low thermal properties such as Sb confines the heat in vertical direction rather than horizontal direction. On the other hand, a good conductor film like Cu film on stainless steel substrate distributes heat in horizontal direction rather than vertical direction.

3) The time of evaporated particles from the craters was inversely proportional to the thermal properties of the targets and directly proportional to their depths.
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